Who Grew My Lunch?
Food Literacy Suggested Activities

Veggie Bingo

Materials: Laminated bingo cards, dry-erase markers, pictures of the produce on the bingo card/ actual examples of produce from bingo card (interchange variations of pictures and produce), bucket to pull produce at random.

Step 1: Pass out bingo cards and dry erase markers
Step 2: Place bingo produce pictures in bucket and mix
Step 3: Pull random produce picture out of the bucket, say the name of the produce and show the class the picture. If you have the actual produce with you from the picture that you have pulled from the bucket, show the class!
Step 4: Continue to pull pictures of produce from the bucket until a student yells “Bingo!”

The goal of the game is for students to learn about new vegetables while covering five squares in a vertical, horizontal, or diagonal row.